MSC E x c u r s i o n L i s t
Holistic Holiday at Sea IX
March 3rd - 10th, 2012

W

hile there will be interesting lectures,
classes and activities to enjoy while we are
at sea, many people choose to experience the ports
with pre-arranged excursions. Explore the options
listed here and book yours while availability lasts.

Booking
Instructions

When choosing your excursions from the list below, please make note of the
title, code and price of the tours that you wish to reserve. To make a reservation, please
follow the detailed Booking Information on the Itinerary page of our website.

Icon Legend
Level of difficulty:
easy
Level of difficulty:
moderate
Level of difficulty:
difficult

Walking on rough
terrain: comfortable
walking shoes advised.
Long walking tour

Lunch or dinner
included

Long bus trip

Snack included

Panoramic tour

Drink included

Tasting included

Limited seats

There may be opportunities to take a swim. It is advisable
to bring a beach towel, bathing suit, sun protection cream,
and a hat.
Wheelchair and disabled-friendly tour. Guests must be able
to board the buses on their own & it must be a foldable
wheelchair (buses are not provided with elevators or ramps).

Tour suggested for guests with walking difficulties, but
that are not wheelchair bound. For activity details, please
contact the shore excursions office upon embarkation.

***Excursions depend on a minimum number of participants being reached; in case this minimum is not reached
any tour may be cancelled. On some excursions, a maximum number of participants is envisaged.
***MSC Cruises cannot be held responsible for program changes relating to local holidays or for closing times and/or
any other local occurrences that prevent the complete or partial execution of the excursions.
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
St. John Beach Tour - STO01
4 hours | $65 Adult, $58 Children

Your tour departs by ferry from your cruise ship dock by passing along the south eastern coast line of St.
Thomas where you will see some of the lovely beaches and scenery of the island. The ferry boat will carry
you to the Island of St. John, an unspoiled paradise of white sand beaches and lush National park. The
highlight of this tour is a visit to Trunk Bay where you will have time for swimming or to just relax on the
beach.
Note: Don’t forget to wear your swim suit and to bring a towel with you. No guide service. There is a narrow
ramp to board the ferry. There are three steps up and down to board the vehicles. Trunk Bay is a sandy
beach and not appropriate for wheelchairs.

St. John Island with Annaberg Ruins - STO06
4 hours | $62 Adult, $56 Children

Board our tour boat for a relaxing and informative narrated boat ride along the South Coast of St. Thomas
crossing Pillsbury Sound to the laid back and relaxed island of St John. Your tour driver will take you on a
scenic drive around St John which is primarly the property of the National Park. Enjoy many scenic overlooks
including the highest point of the island Bourdeaux Mt. Your sightseeing will bring you to the Annaberg Sugar
Mill to see the remains of what was once a working sugar plantation, before returing back to your waiting
tour boat for your return transfer to the ship.
Note: Limited seats. Uneven surface, we suggest you wear comfortable shoes.

Castaway Girl Barefoot Sail & Snorkel - STO09
3 hours | $54 Adult, $49 Children

The highlight of your cruise will be experiencing the thrill of sailing on our fabulous 65’ Castaway Girl
catamaran to Shipwreck Cove, Buck Island. The Castaway Girl is fast and very stable, having spacious
sunbathing decks and a large comfortable cockpit for those of you preferring the shade, as you sail in the
warm breezes and crystal clear waters of the Caribbean Sea. Spend 1½ hours at Shipwreck Cove snorkeling,
and exploring beautiful coral reefs filled with tropical fish, sea animals and turtles. The wartime shipwreck of
the “Catanza C” lies 25’ below the surface and is home to a wide variety of sea life. The friendly, experienced
crew and instructors will provide all of the assistance that you need, as they snorkel with you, pointing
out the wondrous sights to be seen below. Enjoy complimentary tropical fruit punch drinks, our famous
Castaway Girl Painkiller Punch, along with other refreshments and snacks as you listen to some great music
on your relaxing homeward sail back to your ship.
Note: Snorkelers are divided into groups to suit their comfort level in the water. All snorkelers wear safety
snorkel vests. Floating water noodles are available for guests (optional).
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
Coral World - STO15
3 hours | $44 Adult, $40 Children

Your tour will depart directly to Coral World, St. Thomas’ most unique attraction. The Observation Tower,
which rises from the sea 100 feet offshore, is a three-story tower that transports you into an underwater
wonderland. Here, in the open sea, the marvels of marine life will unfold before your eyes. Meet the juvenile
nurse & other sharks in the 35ft long Shark Shallows. Join an aquarist by the Touch Pool & feel the unusual
textures of sea cucumbers, starfish & other marine invertebrates. The Mangrove Lagoon offers a close-up
look at the unusual & rich eco-system that forms a protective barrier between the land & the sea. You won’t
want to miss the Marine Gardens & Caribbean Reef Encounter of living coral, fish & other marine life. These
exhibits bring you enhanced up-close views of the breath-taking underwater world of living corals & other
marine animals. An underwater communication system with speakers enables divers to communicate with
the public from outside the bottom level of the Observation Tower or while in the tank in the Caribbean
Reef Encounter. After spending your visit to Coral World, some of our island’s most spectacular views will be
seen as you continue on our Island Tour. A stop will be made on Cassie Hill to view & photograph St. John
& numerous British Virgin Islands dotted all over our sparkling Caribbean waters. From nearby Louisenhoj
Castle you will see stunning views of the harbor, your cruise ship, the town of Charlotte Amalie, and, on clear
days, St. Croix.
Note: This tour may not accommodate wheelchairs. Please expect walking for extended time at your own
pace.

The Ultimate Island Experience - STO16
5 hours | $55 Adult, $50 Children

Everything you’d want to, and should experience in St. Thomas, all conveniently packed into one complete
tour - a cornucopia of beaches, spectacular down island views, historical locations and ultimate shopping
experiences encompassing all the best highlights of the U. S. Virgin Islands’ most popular island. This
tour provides all the elements for a perfect day in paradise. Begin with a scenic ride along Skyline Drive
offering breathtaking views of Charlotte Amalie Harbour, the Caribbean Sea, the British Virgin Islands and
Magen’s Bay, rated by many travel magazines as one of the top ten beaches in the world. At Drake’s Seat,
enjoy a great photo stop of these spectacular views before continuing down to the heart-shaped beach and
crystalline waters at Magen’s Bay for two hours of sun, swimming and fun. Continue on to world famous
Blackbeard’s Castle and the Kongens (King’s) Quarter (“the Williamsburg of the Caribbean”), and step back
into the age of seafaring trade at the Danish West Indian port town of Charlotte Amalie. Learn stories from
the island’s past of global traders, Caribbean pirates, the impacts of slavery, and life in a vibrant West Indian
port city as you visit world class heritage sites and National Landmark Properties dating back to the late
1600s. View authentic shipwreck gold, coins and artifacts at the West Indian Treasure Company. Visit several
restored colonial manor houses and view the ruins of the old Pedersen Estate, all set on approximately 5
acres of lush tropical grounds. But prior to exploring the historic surroundings in this charming historic
district, relax in the sun and enjoy any of the three delightful swimming pools. As you pass the famous 99
Steps, your tour includes the Caribbean World Amber Museum, a one-of-a-kind experience and site of the
world’s tallest and largest amber waterfall. Comprised of over 12,000 amber stones from all over the world,
see its cascading beauty from two stories high. Following the Caribbean World Amber Museum, it’s on to
Main Street to indulge your passion for the great recommended shopping in St. Thomas. When you’re ready
to head back to the ship, hop aboard the Harbor Safari for the final part of your tour, a short harbor cruise
back to the ship.
Note: This tour lasts as long as you like. This tour cannot accommodate wheelchairs or walkers.
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
St. John - Half Day Champagne Catamaran - STO22
4.5 hours | $79 Adult, $71 Children

This exclusive half-day sail from St. Thomas to the enchanted island of St. John begins with a short scenic ride to a quaint marina where you will board your catamaran. After boarding, you will glide along the
eastern end of the island before setting sail to St. John, the most pristine of the U.S. Virgin Islands, where
you will have an hour to swim to beautiful Honeymoon Beach, snorkel, beachcomb, or simply relax under
the palms.
Notes: Open bar, generous snacks, and snorkel gear provided.

St. Thomas Accessible Island Tour - STO23
2.5 hours | $59 Adult, $53 Children

Take a splendid tour of St. Thomas in a custom vehicle that’s fully equipped for limited mobility and wheelchair
access, as well as anyone who wishes to enjoy the leisurely pace of this excursion. Board your custom vehicle
and travel west past the airport and College of the Virgin Islands, as your guide shares local knowledge of
the island’s history, landmarks, and legends. Stop along the way at points of interest and enjoy ample time
for photo opportunities. Travel up Black Point Hill for a photo stop, then on to the north side of the island.
You will stop at Drake’s Seat overlooking famous Magens Bay and the spectacular down island views, then
continue to Mahogany Run for the panorama of this world-class golf course. Then enjoy the scenery along
Skyline Drive with views of the Caribbean, through the historic downtown and back to the ship.
Notes: If a passenger is confined to a scooter, the maximum weight limit is 600 pounds. This tour is fully
accessible. If you book this tour, once onboard you will need to let the Shore Excursion Manager know if
you are an able-bodied passenger, if you have a collapsible wheelchair, or a scooter so we can prepare for
your needs.

Magnificent Magens Bay Beach Getaway
and Downtown Shopping - STO24
3.5 hours | $31 Adult, $28 Children

Paradise found! Magens Bay is recognized as one of the world’s top-rated beaches. Approximately two miles
in length & nestled amongst beautiful tropical mountains, look in awe at the azure waters & powder white
sand of this spectacular work of nature. Begin your adventure with a scenic drive by open-air safari bus
along Skyline Drive up to Drake’s Seat - a breathtaking vantage point which offers commanding down island
views of Magens Bay and the surrounding US and British Virgin Islands. Legend has it this is the site where
Sir Francis Drake himself once viewed his fleet. Continue on to Magens Bay where you’ll enjoy sun and fun
in the crystalline waters, white sandy beaches and palm fringed coastline of this magnificent heart-shaped
beach. Following your time at the beach, all guests are dropped off Downtown for St. Thomas’ famous worldclass duty-free shopping before returning to the ship.
Note: The beach is not accessible to wheelchairs. Guests must be able to walk on sand.
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
Kayak, Hike and Snorkel of Cas Cay - STO27
4 hours | $79 Adult, $71 Children

Three tours in one!!! A short transfer by van takes you to the St. Thomas Mangrove Wildlife Refuge & Marine
Sanctuary where a truly unique experience awaits you and your family! Kayak past many small islands of
the mangrove lagoon while viewing breathtaking volcanic cliffs and the impressive Red Point geologic blow
hole. Hike through a mangrove forest; along a scenic beach of coral & shell rubble with views overlooking
the Caribbean Sea, Buck Island, & French Cap in the distance. There are tidal pools and a rare geological
blow hole.
Enjoy the excitement of a Hermit Crab Race or participate in a Pirate’s Treasure Hunt for kids. Snorkel in the
clear protected waters of the coral-fringed mangrove lagoon and view a remnant of a shipwreck teeming
with colorful marine life. Try and spot shy turtles, stingrays, starfish, conch, puffer fish, tropical birds and
lizards in their natural habitat. Watch for rays, barracudas and perhaps a shy turtle on your return paddle.
This is a beginner snorkel and no experience is necessary, making this the perfect excursion for families!
Note: These are “sit-on-top” style kayaks. Tour includes paddling and snorkeling instruction, snorkel
equipment, life jackets, dry bags, mesh bags, and light snack. Free lockers, changing rooms and gift shop
are available. Restrictions: maximum weight 300 lbs / minimum age 6 years and maximum age 85 years.

Colonial St. Thomas & Shopping - STO29
3 hours | $42 Adult, $38 Children

Experience the spectacular beauty of St. Thomas, the charming historic district of the Kongens (King’s)
Quarter - “the Williamsburg of the Caribbean,” and enjoy the famous Main Street duty-free shopping all in
one tour. Begin with a picturesque ride along Skyline Drive offering breathtaking down island views of the
Caribbean Sea, Magen’s Bay and Charlotte Amalie. Enjoy a great photo stop before continuing on to the
world famous 17th century Blackbeard’s Castle, where you’ll step back into the age of the Caribbean pirates.
Explore the surrounding Kongens Quarter, the former center of Danish colonial enterprise and visit several
National Landmark Properties and historical manor houses. See the world’s largest collection of life-sized
pirate sculptures, crafted in copper and bronze, and authentic shipwreck gold, coins and artifacts at the West
Indian Treasure Company. See lush tropical gardens, terraces and fountains, as well as St. Thomas’ unique
and famous step street, known as the 99 Steps. Finally, before entering the famous downtown shopping,
visit the Caribbean World Amber Museum, home of the most extensive collection of amber objects and
jewelry in the world, including the spectacular Amber Waterfall, cascading two-stories down and comprised
of over 12,000 stones of amber. Following the Amber Museum it’s just a short walk to Main Street where
you’ll find some of the greatest duty-free shopping in the Caribbean. When you’re ready to head back to the
ship, hop aboard the Harbor Safari for the final part of your tour, a short harbor cruise back to the ship.
Note: Depending upon your personal touring and shopping time, this tour lasts as long as you like. This tour
cannot accommodate wheelchairs or walkers.
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
Pirate Schooner to Turtle Cove - STO30
3.5 hours | $56 Adult, $50 Children

Start your Pirate Adventure aboard the classic schooner “Bones” and make sail for Turtle Cove at Buck
Island in search of plunder, turtles and fun! As we sail, explore the long gone “Capt. Bones” in the dungeon
below decks and search out our treasure chest & pirate stockade. Once anchored all swabbies are invited
to take a nice long walk on our short plank for a “wee” dip in Turtle Cove. The friendly motley crew will also
provide you with snorkel equipment for over an hour of snorkeling fun. See all the tropical fish, colorful living
coral reefs and of course - curious turtles. Swim floats and underwater “windows” are also available so you
can see the “Nemo”-esque metropolis of marine life below. On the fun sail back to St. Thomas become a
honorary Captain and take a turn at the wheel. All water, sodas, beer, pirate grog (rum or juice) and snacks
are free - get your personal “pirate” tattoo, eye-patch (children) and web-site photo - all included. So fetch
up yer gear of swimsuits, towels and sunscreen and get ready for an exciting day aboard “Bones!”
Notes: This is a great fun sailing experience. Suitable for all ages and snorkelling in a secluded bay only
accessible by boat. Guests should be able to swim but it is not necessary to be experienced at snorkelling
as all instruction is provided. Snorkel site may change due to weather/sea conditions. Guests should be in
good physical condition.

Tortola Dolphin Swim - STO31
6 hours | $164 Adult, $148 Children

Fulfill the dream of a lifetime! One that allows you to swim and interact with these amazing and intelligent
aquatic mammals. Your international excursion begins with a one hour scenic inter-island boat ride from
your cruise ship dock through the spectacular Sir Francis Drake Passage to the neighboring British Virgin
Island of Tortola. Upon arrival you’ll go through immigration and have a short transfer via taxi safari to the
Dolphin Discovery. Arrive at the lagoon and meet an experienced dolphin trainer for an educational briefing
and orientation on your encounter and swim. After the introduction you are divided into groups and assigned
to specific platforms, where you take turns entering the water and interacting with the dolphins. You may
experience a number of dolphin interactions, these vary depending on the dolphins and their trainers.
Professionally taken digital pictures of your thrilling experience are available for purchase.
Notes: Tour participants will travel internationally between the U.S. territory and British territory. All guests
must carry a valid passport. All non-U.S. passengers must carry valid passport and all visa documents
necessary to enter the United States and the British Virgin Islands; some nationalities may require a special
visa, please consult with the Shore Excursion Manager. This tour involves a one hour inter-island boat ride
from the U.S. Virgin Islands to the British Virgin Islands. Passengers 7 to 12 years old must be accompanied
in the lagoon by a participating parent or guardian. Passengers 13 to 17 years old must be accompanied to
the facility by a parent or guardian. Women who are pregnant may not participate in this tour. All participants
must wear a flotation device while in the water. Wear a swimsuit and bring a towel. Please check with the
tour office onboard for details.
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
Tortola Dolphin Observer - STO32
6 hours | $129 Adult, $116 Children

If you love dolphins but are not that crazy about getting in the water with them, then this is a fantastic
opportunity for you to see what it’s all about. Your international excursion begins with a one hour scenic
inter-island boat ride from your cruise ship dock through the spectacular Sir Francis Drake Passage to
the neighboring British Virgin Island of Tortola. Upon arrival you’ll go through immigration & have a short
transfer via taxi safari to the Dolphin Discovery. Enjoy the show as the dolphin trainers interact with the
dolphins as well as the participants in the swim programs. Watch a 20-30 minute session that involves the
trainers prompting the dolphins to display 2 or 3 different behaviors. This excursion was designed for those
people who want to accompany their children or friends and family on the swim program but do not wish to
participate themselves.
Notes: Tour participants will travel internationally between the U.S. territory & British territory. All guests
must carry a valid passport. All non U.S. passengers must carry valid passport & all visa documents necessary
to enter the United States & the British Virgin Islands; some nationalities may require a special visa, please
consult with the Shore Excursion Manager. This tour involves a one hour inter-island boat ride from the U.S.
Virgin Islands to the British Virgin Islands.

Peaks, Panoramas, Pirates & Plunder - STO33
3 hours | $39 Adult, $35 Children

Enjoy the Best Highlights of St. Thomas from an open-air “safari bus,” visiting several of the idyllic vantage
points on our beautiful Virgin Island. From St. Thomas’ highest peak, gaze at Atlantic coastal views dotted
with small islands and cays, overlooking heart-shaped Magen’s Bay, St. John, our smallest gem, as well as
down-island views & the distant British Virgin Islands. Then driving along the scenic artery of St. Thomas
with its splendid panoramic views of St.Thomas, downtown, the enchanting harbor surrounded by Hassle &
Water Islands, lush hillsides, your ship at the dock and distant islands - even St. Croix & Puerto Rico can be
seen on a clear day. Then it’s on to “The Williamsburg of the Caribbean” - world famous Blackbeard’s Castle
and the surrounding historic colonial manor houses, rum factory, terraced gardens, Amber Waterfall and
downtown shopping.
Note: Guests enjoy a self-guided walk through Blackbeard’s Castle & Historic District leading to the Downtown
shopping district. Guests complete their tour via a return to the ship on a regularly scheduled harbour cruise
which departs from downtown. Your tour includes transportation from/to the ship and includes Main Street
for recommended shopping. When you are ready to head back to the ship, hop aboard the Harbour Safari
for the final part of your tour - a short harbor cruise back to the ship. Please consult your port & shopping
map provided onboard for downtown boat dock location. This tour cannot accommodate wheelchairs or
walkers.
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Tuesd a y, M a rc h 6 - S t . T ho mas
Two Island Power Cat - STO34
3.5 hours | $59 Adult, $53 Children

The Two Island Power Cat Snorkeling Adventure shore excursion begins when you board a catamaran for a
cruise to Turtle Cove, a secluded island that offers one of the best snorkeling locations in the Caribbean. Put
on your snorkeling gear and you’re ready to take the plunge into the crystal clear water. As you float on the
surface, watch curious turtles as they glide alongside you and see the variety of colorful tropical fish among
the live corals. Your tour guide can help you identify much of the marine life you see. After leaving Turtle
Cove, you’ll cruise to Mystery Cove for your second snorkeling experience. Here you’ll view underwater coral
gardens teeming with such sea creatures as turtles, rays, octopuses, moray eels, and tropical fish both big
and small. Upon leaving the cove, you’ll be treated to complimentary bottled water, sodas, beer, rum drinks
and lively music on your return cruise. As you cruise back to the pier, enjoy the spectacular panorama of
Charlotte Amalie Harbor, the emerald green island of St. Thomas and the surrounding cays against the
backdrop of a beautiful blue sky. At the end of your snorkeling adventure, you’ll receive free temporary
tattoos and web photos as souvenirs before returning to your “Fun Ship.”
Notes: This is a great fun boating and snorkel experience. Suitable for all ages and snorkeling in a secluded
bay only accessible by boat. Guests should be able to swim but it is not necessary to be experienced at
snorkeling as all instruction is provided. Please note: snorkel site may change due to weather/sea conditions.
Guests should be in good physical condition.
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W e d nesd a y, M a rc h 7 - S an J uan
San Juan Panoramic Tour - SJU01
3 hours | $35 Adult, $32 Children

Discover San Juan! Leaving the pier by air-conditioned minibus or motorcoach you’ll visit Old San Juan and
view the massive, ancient fortresses and great stone walls that have protected the capital city since they
were built by the Spanish Conquistadors in the 16th century. A stop is made at the San Cristobal Fortress
considered the largest fort ever built by the Spaniards in the New World, built in 1634. A drive through the
Old City lets you see all the different Spanish architecture. Enjoy a brief stop at the Capitol Building. Once
the visit to the old colonial city has ended, you’ll continue the tour to what is known as New San Juan, a
modern city with its high-rise condos, luxurious resort hotels and casinos. This tour is a blend of this city’s
old and new interesting history. You will return to the Old City for some free time at Plaza Colón to do some
shopping, take pictures or to explore the local surroundings before returning to the ship.
Note: Wear comfortable walking shoes; bring a hat and sunscreen. Stops are unguided allowing guests to
leisure and browse on their own.

El Yunque Rain Forest Tour - SJU02
4.5 hours | $44 Adult, $40 Children

Drive to the northeastern central area of the island and visit the only tropical rainforest in the United States
territory, El Yunque. On this amazing excursion you will pass through several rural communities on your
way to one of Puerto Rico’s finest spots of natural beauty. Marvel at the wild orchids, waterfalls, giant ferns
and tropical hardwoods. Encounter countless photo opportunities from these high mountaintops. Stop at
a waterfall, the tourist visitor center as well as the observation tower. Come along and enjoy this truly
remarkable journey!
Note: This is not a hiking tour; therefore it is suitable for all ages. We recommend guests to wear comfortable
clothing with flat, comfortable shoes and bring their respective raincoat.

Eco Kayak Tour - SJU05
4.5 hours | $95 Adult, $86 Children

This tour takes you to the northeastern part of the island where you will begin your kayak adventure at one
of the rivers in Puerto Rico. At the river you will be oriented on the safety precaution needed to use the
kayaks and will be given a life jackets; you will then board the kayaks and paddle through the river where
the guides will explain the many species of trees, mangroves and amphibians that inhabit the river. Then
continue to the mouth of the river, where you can enjoy the ocean at a beach site.
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W e d nesd a y, M a rc h 7 - S an J uan
San Juan Panoramic & Bacardi - SJU06
approx. 4 hours | $41 Adult, $37 Children

Leaving the pier by air-conditioned minibus, you’ll visit the Bacardi Museum located in the town of Cataño,
where you’ll learn of the age-old process of producing this fine rum and the Bacardi family history. Most
importantly you’ll get to enjoy a sample of this popular drink. The distillery also boasts a beautiful park
and grounds for you to explore. As you leave the town, the tour continues to what is known as New San
Juan viewing the Condado District - a modern area with high-rise condominiums, luxurious resort hotels
and casinos. Next, drive through Old San Juan where you’ll view the massive, ancient fortresses and great
stone walls that have protected the capital city since they were built by the Spanish Conquistadors in the
16th century. With our stop from Plaza Colon you will have the opportunity to take pictures of one of these
fortresses, the San Cristobal Fortress considered to be the largest fort ever built. At Plaza Colon you will also
be able to do some shopping before returning to the ship. Come along and enjoy the historical sites of this
Old City.
Note: Wear comfortable walking shoes; bring a hat and sunscreen. Bacardi is a popular site, for this
reason extended wait time may be experienced. Some of the stops are unguided allowing guests to
leisurely browse on their own. Traffic conditions in the city can be very congested. Alternate routes are
implemented whenever possible.

Canopy Adventures - SJU12
approx. 3.5 hours | $133 Adult, $120 Children

The Original Canopy Tour provides you with the opportunity to see this world from a unique perspective.
The tour begins with a short walk uphill of about 10 minutes to the demonstration area. Once you have
completed the training, and have put on your gloves and safety equipment, our expert system operators
will take you to the start of the tour. The tour takes approximately an hour and a half to complete from this
point as you sail from tree to tree and platform to platform on a network of pulleys and double horizontal
cables that are mounted between 10 and 70 feet above the forest floor. The tour consists of 8 traverses
and 14 observation platforms, an assisted rappel and a series of suspended walkways and you will have our
knowledgeable personnel to assist you every step of the way from the moment you leave the ground, until
you get back down to the forest floor.
Note: There is a small shop which sells souvenirs and water.

Horseback Riding - SJU15
approx. 4.5 hours | $114 Adult, $103 Children

Ride a gentle but spirited horse along the surrounding areas of the world famous El Yunque tropical rain forest.
This northeast countryside is brimming with the flora and fauna of this lovely area. The adventure begins as
you follow the experienced guides along the trails that have been carefully laid out to take you among all the
nature sites including the refreshing shore of a river. Horseback riding instruction and an orientation to the
rental rules are provided. Guides accompany the group and riders of all levels are welcome.
Note: Suitable only for those in good physical condition. Minimum age is 10 years. Weight limit is 250 lbs.
This tour is not recommended for guests who are pregnant or those with heart trouble, seizure disorders,
problems with balance, or back, shoulder or neck disabilities. Waiver must be signed and medical conditions
disclosed. Bring a towel, sunscreen and a hat. Wear closed-toe shoes and bring a light raincoat. Traffic can be
unpredictable. The driver will do his/her best to keep moving safely. Your patience is greatly appreciated.
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W e d nesd a y, M a rc h 7 - S an J uan
ATV Adventure for Two - SJU16
approx. 4.5 hours | $220 Adult, $198 Children

Encounter a unique experience within the northeast countryside of Puerto Rico. This ride takes you through
the surrounding areas of our rainforest and its spectacular scenery. Upon arrival, riders will be given an
introduction and safety instructions on how to ride and operate the ATV. The adventure begins as you follow
the experienced guides along the trails specially designed for this activity. Enjoy different terrains that will
take you along the forest. Whether you’re the driver or the rider, you can be sure you will experience an
exhilarating and adventurous ride!
Note: ATV accommodates two passengers - one driver and one rider. Riders must be at least 10 years of age.
Drivers must be at least 16 years of age and present a valid driver’s license. This tour is not recommended
for pregnant women or guests with back or neck injuries. You may wear a swimsuit under comfortable
clothing, closed-toe shoes and bring a towel. Helmet use is mandatory and is provided along with goggles.
Maximum combined weight is 450 lbs.

Beach Day in Puerto Rico - SJU23
5 hours | $109 Adult, $98 Children

The tour will begin in old San Juan taking guests through the new San Juan area. Briefly after visiting the
modern part of our city we will proceed to the courtyard Mariott Hotel to spend the day, using their facilities.
One drink and buffet lunch is included on price.
Note: Please remember your swimwear, sunscreen and a towel.

Caguas City & Botanical Garden - SJU24
4.5 hours | $83 Adult, $75 Children

This entertaining tour will drive you through the center of the Island, called “La Cordillera Central,” specifically
through the town of Caguas surrounded by lovely mountains. Caguas, the heart and soul of Puerto Rico,
beats the rhythm of a rich cultural heritage, complemented by a wide variety of unparalleled commercial and
entertainment offers. This exciting city is merely 20 minutes from San Juan. In Downtown Caguas, or Centro
Urbano, you will find “La Ruta del Corazón Criollo” (Creole Trail), a historic and cultural trail that connects
Caguas’ museums, historic sites, monuments, excellent gastronomic offers and art galleries. Next is the
Caguas Botanical & Cultural Garden, an verdant 60-acre site about five minutes from downtown Caguas.
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F r id a y, M a rc h 9 - N assau
Panoramic Tour - NAS01
2 hours | $34 Adult, $31 Children

Drive through Nassau to reach Fort Fincastle, set atop the highest point of the island, from where you will
enjoy a beautiful view of the harbor. Continue with a panoramic view around the island of New Providence.
Stop at Queen’s Staircase. Then it’s off to Atlantis Paradise Island for a short stop. The drive continues from
Paradise Island through the colorful residential area before returning to the port.
Note: Only English speaking guide is available. Guide will be bus driver.

Discover Atlantis - NAS02
3.5 hours | $57 Adult, $51 Children

Board a boat and enjoy a narrated cruise through the Harbor. Then walk to the Atlantis Resort and participate
in the narrated tour of the Atlantis and the Aquarium. Free time at your disposal to explore the Resort on
your own. Board the boat to cruise back to the port.
Note: Only English speaking guide is available. Guide will be bus driver.

Athol Island Snorkel - NAS03
3 hours | $37 Adult, $33 Children

Come and experience the marvelous underwater kingdom and all its inhabitants. Modern snorkel boats
will give you a narrated harbor cruise on the way to the snorkeling site. While cruising in one of the most
beautiful harbors in the world, you will be briefed on historical points of interest as well as the homes of the
rich and famous. Once at the snorkel site you will discover that the real beauty of the Bahamas is all wet!
You will snorkel in some of the clearest waters ever seen. The staff will guide you along the reef and highlight
the fish that you see and are also there to answer any questions that you might have.
Note: The boat anchors for snorkeling. Snorkeling equipment included. Minimum age to participate is 8
years old.

Glass Bottom Boat - NAS04
1.5 hours | $33 Adult, $30 Children

Start your tour with a narrative tour of Nassau’s harbor. Here your tour narrator will point out to you
historical sites, homes of the rich and famous, and also general information of Nassau and the Bahamas.
Once the vessel is positioned over the reef, you will be guided down to the viewing deck. Here your guide
will give you an informative briefing of all that you see through the glass. Afterwards you will enjoy a slow
cruise back through the harbor to the port while listening to music. A complimentary rum or fruit punch will
be served.

Seahorse Sailing Catamaran - NAS05
3.5 hours | $62 Adult, $56 Children

Enjoy a catamaran sail in the crystal waters of Nassau relaxing under the warm sun of the Bahamas.
Note: The boat anchors for snorkeling. Snorkeling equipment included. The minimum age to participate is 12
years old. Water activities are optional; we ask that all guests who participate in this tour know the basics
e
of swimming.
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Beach Day Getaway and Lunch - NAS12
4 hours | $90 Adult, $81 Children

Just want to soak in the sun and sand with style? Then this tour is for you. Roundtrip transportation, beach
chair, soft drinks, buffet lunch and warm waters are included. We transfer you to the famous Cable Beach,
where you can have access to a great resort. You have time to relax on a beach chair. Swim, sunbathe,
beach-comb - it’s up to you. The sea is warm and could be very addictive. Included is a buffet lunch with a
wide variety of hot & cold offerings and selection of soft drinks. After about 3 hours, we apologize for the
need to return you to reality and back to the ship. You must bring your own towel as the resort will not offer
any.
Note: Please be sure to bring a towel, sun protection, sunglasses, etc. Also bring enough cash to purchase
extra beverages, etc. Beaches are public and swimming is at your own risk. No life guards on duty. Umbrellas
are not included in the price. Nor are availability or cost of such items guaranteed. Chairs are only for
adults.

Atlantis Beach Day & Discover Atlantis - NAS13
Full day | $72 Adult, $65 Children

Relax and soak up the warm Caribbean sun at the world famous Atlantis Resort beach. This is all day access
to the exclusive beaches of Atlantis. Lounge chairs and towels will be provided (quantities limited). You have
access to amenities including the casino, shopping and dining. Also, access to the marine habitats such as
“The Dig” - a unique marine habitat that is home to more than 50,000 sea animals representing over 200
species. Access to the pools and slides of Atlantis are not included with this program.
Notes: There is a considerable amount of walking on this tour and participants must be at least 48 inches
tall to ride the water slides. Lounge chairs, towels and life jackets are provided. Non-motorized water sports
are available for rent. Guests should bring a credit card for additional purchases.

Atlantis Aquaventure - NAS14
Full day | $152 Adult, $137 Children

Be among the first to discover a new world. Ride swells of rapids in a tropical waterscape and fly down
7-story slides. Atlantis offers unparalleled fun and excitement on this full day of adventure. The new Atlantis
is home to an exhilarating new waterscape of pools, water coasters, body slides and rivers that introduce the
next generation of water experiences. At 141 acres, Atlantis has become the largest water themed attraction
in the Caribbean. This includes full access to water park, pools & beaches (towels included for day use).
Notes: There is a considerable amount of walking on this tour and participants must be at least 48 inches
tall to ride the water slides. Lounge chairs, towels and life jackets are provided. Non-motorized water sports
are available for rent. Lockers available at extra cost. No cash, only credit cards at outdoor facilities.
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Atlantis Dolphin Cay Shallow Water Interaction - NAS15
Full day | $179 Adult, $161 Children

In the Shallow Water Interaction at Dolphin Cay, you’ll wade in waist-high waters to watch these playful
animals show off some of their favorite skills. Then come nose to bottlenose for an unforgettable, up-close
encounter as you touch, hug and even kiss your new dolphin friend. Limited to just 10 guests, this intimate
interaction begins with an orientation and includes 30 minutes in the water. Wetsuits, personal lockers,
beach towels, and non-alcoholic refreshments are provided, along with all-day access to Dolphin Cay’s
private beach. You will also have the opportunity to discover the ruins of ancient Atlantis in The Dig, a replica
of an archeological excavation site and Predator Lagoon, where you will view sharks, barracudas and many
other creatures from the deep.
Notes: There is a considerable amount of walking on this tour. Lounge chairs, towels and life jackets are
provided. Guests should bring a credit card for additional purchases.

Atlantis Deep Water Dolphin Swim - NAS16
Full day | $239 Adult, $215 Children

In the depths at Dolphin Cay, a one-of-a-kind dolphin experience awaits. Limited to just six guests, this
wide-open dolphin playground is yours to explore. Snorkel and glide alongside a dolphin with a hand-held
water scooter. Then get ready for the highlight of your encounter - our signature “foot push,” where you’re
propelled across the lagoon by a dolphin for a rush unlike any you’ve experienced. Participants must be
at least 10 years of age and be able to swim in deep water without support vests or assistance. You will
also have the opportunity to discover the ruins of ancient Atlantis in The Dig, a replica of an archeological
excavation site and Predator Lagoon, where you will view sharks, barracudas and many other creatures from
the deep.
Notes: There is a considerable amount of walking on this tour. Lounge chairs, towels and life jackets are
provided. Guests must be at least 10 years of age to participate. Guests should also be able to swim in at
least 8 feet of water. Guests should bring a credit card for additional purchases.
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Everglades Tour - to FLL - FTL01
4 hrs | $58 Adult, $52 Children

This excursion provides a unique way to see how Florida appeared thousands of years ago. Enjoy an
interesting airboat ride through this wide area. The tour offers great photo opportunities. Continue to an
Indian Camp to learn more about culture and traditions of the natives. Free time for shopping. The tour will
end at the airport in Fort Lauderdale or at the port of FLL for passengers in transit.
Note: this tour is proposed to passengers disembarking in Fort Lauderdale with flight from FLL airport after
04:00 pm.

Panoramic Fort Lauderdale and Sawgrass Mills Mall - to FLL - FTL05
5 hrs | $52 Adult, $47 Children

This tour includes a panoramic tour of Ft. Lauderdale with a drive along the beach and the famous Las
Olas Boulevard with a short stop at the Riverfront Historic Village. Then, enjoy an approximately 3 hour
visit to the Sawgrass Mills Mall. The tour will end at the airport in Fort Lauderdale or at the port of FLL for
passengers in transit.
Note: This tour is proposed to passengers disembarking in Fort Lauderdale with flight from FLL airport
after 04:00 pm.
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